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PART 1

()

LESSONS FROM �.

Introduction.
In the ARNHEM operation,thc initial engineer to.ska - there were .few
1.
subsequ.ent o.nes __ can be considered under two headings -

(a) Specific,(previously planned). Reece and 'couP-de-me.in'tasks,either
under command of bdes or of the CHE.
Engineer tasks in support of bdes c: c:7 1):v.
(b) Indefinite,(unplanned)
SEecific Reece and 'Co�'f2:!e-Ma���
1 Pa;ra Sqn � - in attack on ARNHEM main rot?.d bridge.
2.

1 Para Sqn RE complefo was committed initio.lly under command 1 Para f3de�
to seize ";he li.RNEEM main road bridge.For assisting the a.a.,.,-ance of this Bde on
to the bridge,neutralising mid removing the demolition charges,and for assisting
in the subsequent defence of the bridge area,the Squadron was suitably equipped.
The porto.blc fleme-throlicrs were useful in the house to house fighting,and all
other weapons were used offensively or defensively.
But this Squadron had an unnecessary number of officers( 12 out of an
establishment of 17) .and of valuable tradesmen (there a.re 35 rank and file Group
A to D out of a total of 127 rank and file in a Squadron for this initial task.
Mally were cclled upon to pay the supreme sacrifice in the hard battle for the
· bridge. The remainder,in the area of the North end of the bridge which they
gr.lla.ntly held and blocked for two days,were subsequently o.nnihil�ted,captured
or f creed into hiding to evade capture.

3.

9 Field

ComEa.ny RE (Airbcrne)-Coup-de-Main Party for ARNEEM main road brid�.

A mobile detachment of 9 Fd Coy RE,in 4 jeeps,w� detached under command
the Reece Sqn to go on ahead of 1 Pare. :Belo independcntly,to seize the main ARNF"'-'
· bridge. This force was delayed on the landing zone inmm.lrsha.lling the p.lrr>..�ir-.. _.
and gliderborne elementsA When it did get away,it met too much opposition on its
wa:y to the bridge. It was eventually held up,and 1 1 Para Bde passed throught it.
In order to provide transport to equip this mobile detachment of sappers
some equipment had to be left at home,and two platoons or' this comprulY were
temporarily deprived of some of their little tro.nsport for equipment and tools.
In vieuw of the ear early engineer commitments in this particuli:i.r operation this
wa.s justifiable,as the equipment left behind could normally have been mo.de
availo.ble from re-supply by cir,if it had been wanted. Such temporary adjustment
and flexibility must be o.cceptod to produce efficiency in the many situations
necessarily different to those envisaged when dro.wing up the War Esto.blishment.
.An important'lesson however,is that even in o. relatively unpossed
landing fran the air,such a.s this was on 'D'dey,unlcss at lea.st sub-units and
detachments destined for specific tasks arrive self-contained,all by para.chute
or a.11 by glider,the time lia.ble to be wa.stod by concentration mey prove to be
the cause of less of most of the surprise value and the subsequent failure of
individual tasks.
In this particular case 9 Fd Coy RE detachment a.11 travelled by glider,
but not in the nerl flight serials to the Reece Sqn,who partly arrived by glider
c.nd partly by para.chute,on different grounds.
/4. 9 Fd Coy RE - Rru.lwcy Bridge.
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-2Field Canpan,y RE(Airborne - in attempt to seize railwa.v bridge
West of ARNHEM.

A platoon of 9 Fd Coy HE was detailed,u.naided,to seize the railw�·
bridge just t-Test of ARNHEM. With its own·arms,its men on bicycles,and its
tools in tl-10 jeeps and trailers (a. platoon ha.s three jeeps and trailers,one
trailer being a canpres-sor trailer which in this instance was left with Coy HQ,
which it was calculated the surprise arrival had every chance of giving them.
Bl.it the bridge was ready for demolition and was blown up in their faces. It
is reported that this platoon,without specific instructions for tmy' alternative
task,subsequ.ently fought its w� unaided to the pontoon bridge a few hundred
yards West of the main road b::-idge at ARNEEM,and that it actually held it for
a. short period before everyone was either annihilated or captured. Bu.t no one,
has yet escaped to give the full story.
In the planning for the ARNHEM operation no cou�e-main party was
detailed to seize-the railway bridge(third in priority in comparison with the
other two bridges)because none wa.s available. The CRE was gi ven permission
to have a go at it with one platoon not then earmarked. Risks,calculated on the
probable strength and action of the enemy,have to be taken in planning a.±rborne
operations,more even then in other operations,and it is not considered any
fau.l t of enigeer organisation or equipment which led to the failure of this
particular task - the capture of the railway bridge intact.

The platoon was led by a particularly forceful and brave officer. All
ra.nks knew the Divisional tasks and g eneral plan. The platoon commander's
decision to attempt to seize,without specific instructions, the pontoon bridge
after having failed in his· initial task,cannot be judged in the absence of all
knowledge of the local situa.tion.
En,tineer Tasks in Support of :Ba.es.

5.
One troop or platoon was put under cand of ea.ch bde. The platoon of
9 Fd Coy under comd. 1 Airlanding :Bde was used within the first 24 hrs to dest:-o;y
a park of enemy field guns. llut its tradesmen were never used. Subsequently
i t was used as ordinary infantry, and on the last c1ey- but one,the surviving
officer and other ranks were lost in carrying out a tank hunt�ng patrol.

Mines (Ha.wki�s Grenatles)road blocks were laid from time to time,
...:::.ually by s:-7pers, sometimes by a detachment from RQRS as the infantry were
too pinned to the ground in fighting.
Normally the best part of a troop or platoon is required continuousl;y
in support of a bde which is engaged in a fluid battle such as is likely in
the first few days of an airborne operation. Initially however few,if any
tradesmen other than p;oneers are required.
The deduction appears to be that tradesmen should be organised in
self-contained increments to troops or platoons or as separate troops or
platoons. (See para 6 below. )

6.

4 Parachute Squadron RE.

4 Para Sqn RE arrived with and temporarily all under command.er,4 Para
:Bde on D + 1 • From the beginning ( when heavy opposition was met near the landin g
Zone) to the end,it was used almost entirely in a fighti�g role. Alongside
the Independent Para. Coy it put up an excellent fight,and accounted for more
than one SP gun and a. tank with its PsIAT. It could have d·:me its job equally
well though1 with fewer offivers and with no tradesmen.
/Leg bags•••••
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-3Leg bags containing engineer stores and equipment t-rere
attached to ma.ny sappers as they came down•. Bu.t, en-ring to enemy action,
and the necessity of concentrating for battle at the utmost speed,few of
these were collected off the dropping zone. :Because ot: the lack of transport
and in an attempt· to equip the unit 'with the necessary engineer stores and
tools,sa.ppers were,without question,grea.tly overloaded.
This is no new lesson. Sappers can fight or they can do
field engineering. They.. ca.nnot do both simultaneously. This para.chute sqn
had.,for months - almost y ears -=· been yearning for a. fight. It got. it, and
i t did magnificently - as figntcrs - but to the .complete detriment of any
capa.city f'or engineer work. Fortunately in this operation it was not required
of it.
The deduction is that picneers,in the form of light assault
sappers, with few tools only, should be committed with bdes ini tia.lly, if they
are likely to have to fight or join in the battle on arrival. Tradesmen and tools
must arrive in transport by glider,a.s self-contained increments to sub-units
or as separate sub-units when,and not unless,they are required.
A sub-1init consisting almost entirely of tradesmen is not an
economical sub-unit for field engineering e :Jilution with a proportion of
pioneers is nearly always possible,a.nd,in both training and opera.tions,more
economical so far a.s the employment of tradesmen ,:f:3 concerned.
The deduction is that troops or platoons should consist of
assault sections with technical increments. The former should all be
pa.rachutists,normally with. few tradesmen other than pioneers,a.nd with few tools
and no transport. Bu.t they must be prepared·,should the ta.c'tic·al situ.ation
demand it,to travel in gliders. The self-contained technical increments,
consisting mostly of trad.esmen,with tools,engineer equipment and transport,
should tra•rel normally in gliders - sometimes in aircraft. �-!hen married up
with the assa.u.lt sections, they would make troops or sections econanical for
all field engineering. Technical increments should be encouraged to be capable
of pa.ra.chuting,so that assault parties can be reinforced with particular
technical personnel,should the situation demand it.
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Subsequent Engineer Work ..

7.

De:tachment of

9

Fd Co;T in a. sup;e2rt role.

On D+1 a detachment of 18 OR of 9 Fd Coy,und.er command of an
NCO,as no officer was available owing to ca.sualties,was put under canmand of
OC 2 S·0t1th Staffs,who were sent into ARNHEM to reinforce the 'battalion ·of 1
Para. Bd.e hel(. up in house to house fighting in its advance to the ma.in bridge.
The detachment repo=ted at the rendez-vous complete with its bicycles,but as the S
Staffs force was on foot, it was ordered to leave its bicycles 'behi:ac:i.. This
was the last ever seen of these bicycles which,with the a.re a where they were
ordered to leave them,fell into enemy hands shortly afterwards.

;
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The deduction seems to be that bicycles a.re a mixed blessing
and not always required. They occupy valuable room in the gliders which
sanetimes could be filled better with more personnel.
This force was eventually stopped by the enemy north of the
railway bridge at the Hestern end of .ARNEEM. It could make no further head.way.
In the subsequent heavy and involved fighting,all but a handful of the sappers
detachment became casualties. The survivors were eventually withdrawn to 9 Fd
Coy HQ two days later,b y which time the canpa.ny itself was employed in an
entirely infantry role holding a sector of the Divisional perimeter.
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-4Again,lightly equipped assault engineers would have done the
job equally well. Mobility,in the form of · bicycles until a better
alternative is available,is required as soon as proper firld engineering ·
develops. :But until then bicycles,lik:e trad.esmen,a.re normally wasteful
a.::-.J. uneconanical. Sh011ld a.n airborne division in the later stages of an
operation take on an infantry div role,then the sappers must be given canplete
mobility. A transport platoon p_�c is necessary for ea.ch RE unit. Until
then a.·proportion of bicycles should be sufficient. It would normally be .
sufficient to provide bicycles on a scale of one for each sapper ·of the
t-echnical increments -to troop� or platoons. This should provide sufficient
for the equipment of sections with them,should the necessity a.rise.
Divisional__!a��·
8.

Organisation of Heavy Ferries across the RHINE !_

On D+2,9 Fd Coy(elements of HQ only were available)subsequent
to a preliminary recce by the CRE, carried out a detailed recce of the ferry
a.cross the RHINE,North of DRIEL,and of the barges moored in that a.rea;with
a view to marshalling them on the North bank of the river,to assist the expected
crossing of 30 Corps later on. Here steam a.nd diesel engine drivers would
have cane in useful,had we been able to develop work there. But there was
only one steam barge whl.ch was not grounded,a.nd the ferry wa.s lost before
that one barge could be brought within our bridgehead area..
Divi!:lional Engineers must include a small proportion of tradesmen
of all cat�r,:�ries likely to be required to �erate all types of prime movers
a.nd. machinery of essential'services. One·or two of the following should be
available for inclusion in a.ssanlt sections - steam engine, (railway a.nd
barge),diesel,electric,(power sta.tion,maintenance and railwcy)opera.tions.

9.

Night �ecce Pa.tr�.

On the night D+2/D+3 two recces were carried out,ea.ch by one officer,
one sapper,a.nd one Dutch pa.triot,one on ea.ch side of the demolished railwey
bridge !Jest of .ARNHEM. One was carried out by the Field Engineer,and the
other by an officer of 9 Fd Coy RE.
There is no Field Engineer on the establishment of HQ.RE of an
airborne division. Both for training and operations,one at least is alWa\[S
essential and should in future be provided.
1 o.

Improvised Ferr:r-i:ng a.cross the RHINE.

On the night i+.3/D+4 a. small party of 9 Fd Coy RE under the Field Engineer
attempted to get some of the Po� '.r:i:l Para Ede from the South of the RHINE where they
landed across into the'bridgehead area. Three rafts were successfully
constructed fran jeep 10 cwt trailers. But,by means only of recce boa.ts,the
current proved to be too strong,and defeated all attempts to put a. line
across the river,a.nd work eventually was stopped by the CRE just before dawn,
when the enemy would have caught the party in the open and under direct
observation.
On the following night a. composite party of a d.i>zen battle-weary
sappers of 4 Pa.ra Sqn and 9 Fd Coy RE were taken out of the firing line,and with
all the recce boa.ts which could be mustered - four in number - rowed 60 Poles
across. One strong officer,the Field 2ngineer,crossed the 100 yards fast
fl.Jwing river twenty-three times that night - a great feat of endure.nee after
three nights out on operations.

:.:
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- 5 It -i-ra.s not until the following night that assault boa.ts were made
a.va.ila.ble by a :Bde of 43 Div which had by then advanced fran NIJMEGEN
to the South bank of the River. Three hundred and fifty Poles were
got across under their ot·m Ede arrangements. The -i-rhole Polish Para :Bde
could have been ga.�· acros�,if sappers, or even infantry trained in wa:ber
manship,had. been available to act as rowers. (The less sa.id a.bout the
t·ratermanship of the Polish Ede the better). fut no Airborne Div sappers
could by then be t·rithdrawn from t:1e fighting positions they were holding,
a.nd none of 43 Div t·rere then available.
Had the Airborne Div had 30 assault beats available two nights
aerlier,sufficient sappers cculd have been mustered to get the whole
of the Polish Brigade acro$s in one night. Had the sappers been equipped
\·Tith a line rocket firing appara.tus,-(necessary for improverised ferrying
across the broad rivers of Euro,e and for effectively making serial rope
ways a.cross the gorges of Burma and the Far East),many more Poles could
have been got across. But in the planning of the operation it 1-1as envis
aged that when the Poles would be dropped South of the river,we would have
been in possession of the ARNHEM main brF.ge. Bad i·JT communication prevented
any last minute alteration of their dropping area,and were then in possession
of no a.rea suitable for bringing in a.ss'E!ll.lt boats by glider.
Line rocket firing apparatus must be on the G 1098 of at least the Fd
Pk Coy RE of an Airborne 5ivision., And if the map shows a:ny large rivers in
the vicinity of operations,engineer equipment suitable· for ferrying all
required loads should be earrila.rked and ready with gliders at the base to
cover any eventualities,as materialised in this case.
1 1.

The Field Pa.rk Compa.n,y RE.

A Det of one officer a.nd 1 2 0Rs t-Tith three jeeps and trailers ( two of
which were initially loaned to the Para. Sqns to provide them with additional
transport for a. few tools and engineer equip:x:ent)and a. D2 tractor arrived on
D and D + 1 ,a. pa.rt on each day. This detachment was taken with the object
of organising an RE Du.mp from captured equipem�nt and the tractor was for
assisting clearing the landing zone of stuck vehicles,tasks for'which they
were never called upon because of the turn of events. The majority of the
Field Park Company with all the rest of its equipment had by the time of
the operation already been in France some time with the Non-.Alrborne Echelon
of the Division·,w a.iting to move up. In view of the uses to ,·1hich it could
have been put, it is felt tha.t this small commitment fully justified the risk·
taken.
Had operatfons proceeded more satisfactorily,a.n early task given to the
Div RE would have been the construction (or the clearance of an existing)
ai::i:srip, This will be a. normal early engineer ta.sk,and: it would be wrong
to consider it an abnormal one. l-lhether an Airborne Division be operating
in Europe,when the early requirement for an a.iIEtrip will be the necessary
sequel to a. successful opera.tion,or whether it be operating in the Far East
when not only strips, but jeep tracks will have to be made through jungle,
swamp or boulder country,a. bare minimum of earth-moving equipment should be
provided as an increment to the Fd Pk Coy, and will normally be required in
the early follow up glider load.s,if not actually initially.
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1 2.

Headauarters
-------=·
.....---.=-R.E.
.-:- --..

Since shortly after the formation of 1 st Airborne Division �
a Field Engineer ha.s proved es�ential, not only for operations , but
for training. A HQ.RE thougho-�t has ·less Field Engineering liabilities
than. that cf an Infantry or Armoured Division, by no means has none.
In addition it has such other CO!l'-�itments as Glider and Aircraft
Allotments,loading training and rnpervision for operations and the
organisation of resupply� All :;a: :<s which the Ad jt and Intelligence officer cannot take on in ad.dition to their normal 1-1ork.
At least one Field Engineer has been permanently attached to HQRE
fr om one of the Divisicn�l RE units since the formation of the
Division.
MIS CE]:�_._
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HT intercommunication through out the Division and to Corps.
( e xcept for the RA. and the low wavelength long distance sets of
Public Relations and ' Ph antom ' ),·:as , to put :::': mildly,unreliable ;
an d the RE link wa.s no e xception. The Divisional RE had only recent
ly baen iil.ssued with t heir sets which t·1e:,;-e manned by clerks, tradesmon ·
s nppers a.nd all sorts of people already with other primary tasks.
Mu.ch more training by p ersonnel whose sole job· is WT is required in
t he future. A high standard of !·IT as well as RT is essential for
times when conditions are bad and distruice . great. All RE sets must
be capable of fifteen miles RT in normal c ountry to ensure good re
c eption under bad conditions and in bad terrain. A properly trained
Royal Corps of Signals Section is necessary for Div RE link to units.
1 4.

Non-Operational Tasks.

The non-:-airborne echelon of units will often leave the base
b efore the a�7borne echelon goes on operations • .A.ftcr •all operational
echelons have left the base,nocne is left except some�imes a few
first reinforcements who are liable to be called on for operati-o ns.
Unlike other f orr.,.ations an Airborne Division often returns to
its base in the c ourse of a campaign. Permane�t personnel are
necessary not only to a.ssist the unit on to operations,when it is
d enuded of. part or all of its non-airborne ec�elon,(in particular
of aD.!Jlinistrative personnel)but al so to maintain the base. A few
l ow category sappers and a lc:·r ca-�egory officer would prove invaluable
for this purpose � a.nd are in the interests of economy,a necessity.
The alternative can o�ly be that operationally fit personnel are tied
up in these duties,which have got to be d one by so:neone.
1 5.

RE Airborne !folding Uni;h

It m� not be out of place to add to this report the urgent
n e ed for an Em Airborne Holding Unit. Airborne sappers , even airlanding
sappers,require considerable specialized training . Their equipment
is different to that of normal Divisional Engineers,and they have
much extra to lea.rn,apart from the acti.1al parachuting or loading of
gliders .
T'...iere is no regularized system whereby casualties from RE units
of Airborne Divisions are not lost sight of when they become fit for
duty again. There is no regularized system for obtaining volunteers
or reinforcements. A small holding unit of appr oximately one hundred
all ranks is ir.uch needed. This unit c ould economically be incorporated
with a wing of the Airborne Development Centre,where technical labour
is continuously required.
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CONCLU:3ION.

1 6.
Although it would be uns ound to base too ma.ny rec anmendations f or
moo.!'..fica.tions up� the lessons of t)lis particular operation, certain
weaknesses in organisation and equipment have definitely been brought
to the surface.

In the ARlffiEM operation no big engineer coDU11ittments ever materialised. .
Consequently technical personne l , both officers and men, were used,a few
as pioneers,but mostly as infantry - as which it must in all fairness be
sa.id . they fought gallantly and superbly. On the other haiid, although
they had a considerable number of technical tradesmen, neither of the
Para Sqns would have been capable of intensive or extensive engineering
because of their lack of tools , equipment and the means to transport
them on the ground. l-Jhile the Field Coy had too few officers, the Para
Sqns ' had too many._
In the next operation there ma,y be a heavy engineering committment not least the hasty construction of airstrips ,the seizure and prevention
of demolitions of and operation of essential services; or in the Far Ea.st,
the construction of jeep tracks,aerial ropeways and water supply. The huge
loss of technical officers and sappers due to enemy action (in canparison
to the relatively few casualties in the Div RA)points to a.n uneconomical
organisation incapable of adaption to what (a.nyhow for the first three d.eys)
was not an abnormal operation. Increased flexibility in organisation
and equipment is necessary to that Airborne Div Hill can be adapted to ea.cg
operation without a.n unavoidable waste of _men and equ.ipment - either tied
u p unused or wastefully c amnitted to battle.
The Airborne Divisional Engineers as constituted at present whilst
they la.ck certain essentials , are also neither flexible nor economical •.

\
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Pa.rt II
Recanmendati ons for alternation of Organisation and
Equipment of Airborne Divisional Engineers.
Introduction
The Arnhem oper:>.tion was ,perhaps , in its later stages , exceptional
1.
but ·11• 3 reccmmcndations in this ::-eport , although they owe ,their origin
t o this opera.tion , are not necessarily ncr solely based upon it . They
a.'t'e designed to meet all ::�ormal requirements of an Airborne Division
opera.ting within the next twelve months in Europe or in the Far Ea.st.
They are designed t o a.void an actual increase in pers onnel ; t o
achieve an economy i n officers and in technical tradesmen; and to meet
all normal demands f or engineers opera.ting with an Independa.nt Airborne
Erigade 1 Pa.ra Tps , Airla.nding �r Mixed, or with a. whole Division. No
request for any equipment has b�en made which would be either uneconcm
ica.l or unobtainable. The recommendati ons a.re submitted as a result
of the conclusion( in Part I of this report )that the Airborne Divisional
Engineers as at present c onstituted,whilst they l�ck certain essentials ,
are als o neither flexible nor ec onomical.
Cause cf Present Weaknesses of Organisation.
2.
The weaknesses are neither obsure in their origin nor do they ca.st
any shadow upon those who have overcome great d.ifficulties in getting
this organisation and equipment of Airborne . Divisional Engineers to its
present standard. It is only recently that Para. Ed.es have becane more
nDrraally employed within a. Division rather than as in In.dependant Bies.
Consequent :t,•.pon the normal employment of Airborne Divisions committed
as a. whole int o ba.ttle ,Divisiona.l RE require modification. This can
be done without detriment t o the provision of sufficient engineers for
at least one Brigade of a Division a.t any time acting in an entirely
independa.nt role.
�orne Echelo�s .
3.
Every Divisional RE unit must be capable of division int o three
main echel ons ( ( a ) (b) ( c ) below). The airborne echelon may consist
of one or more elements , accordinc t o the unit and the circumstances.
Operational Tps

-�

( a) ·Airborne Echelon

( i ) Parachute Element
( ii ) Gliderborne Element
( iii) Airtra.nsportable Element

( b ) Non-Airborne
Echelon ( or Echelonso
�on-o�erati onal 'EJ;:S .

( c) Base Echelons
( d ) Holding Units .

In MT whether or not seab orne
in addition.
Low category men for despat ch
duty and base maintenance .
Reinforcements and 11 X'' Li st
personnel . ( All potentially
operational except for l ow
category permanent staff .

Part II
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Sheet 2
13riS!f!e Initial ReqUirements .
2ach Airborne Brigade of whatsoever type it may be, and whether
4.
acting independently or within a division as soon as it is committed to
battle ,normally requires initially parts or all of a lightly equipped
and self contained Assa.ult Troo� or Plat oon HE of zjpraximat ely two
officers and twent4 to thirty sappers ,mostly pioneers. This Assault
Troop or. Platoon must all arrive by parachute or by gliders� If it
arrives all by parachute it will have no transport other than one or
two cycles or Lt M/Cs. If it all arrives by glider it can be provided
with any necessary transport .
,;Brieqe Subseq1.1.ent RequirE'ments�.
5.
As the battle becc�e mo�e static, Troops or Platoons in s;ui,port of
Brigades should be readily capable of adapti on t o more normal field
engineering as c o:npared with their initial assa;J.l.t , ' coup de main' , or
recce tasks ,whether such tasks rGmain Brigade , cr for reasons of economy
become Divisional ones under the CRE. Each Troop or Plat oon therefore
requires a technical increment consisting of tradesmen t ools , equipment
a.nd transport .
For this purpose a self contained gliderborne or air transportable
increment of one officer and fifteen to twenty technical tradesmen with
transport is required by e� Troop or Platoon.
· One unit of these Troops or Sections canposed on the above lines
would be capable of nearly all Brigade tasks , and would equally be
capable of concentr.ating for_ engineer tasks under the CRE.
Divisi onal Requirements�
6.
Although little more than recce tasks may sanetimes be initially
required, the reverse may often be the case. All forms of land and
water transport , Docks and essential services may �.....e to be immedi
ately seized and operated. It may be possible and essential immediately
t o c anmence c onstruction of improvised roads , airstrips or aerial
ropew� .
Sooner or later all or s ane of these tasks are likely t o materialise ,
The minimum normal requirement is therefore for one further RE
Field Unit , which fctr econcmy, flexibility and control, should be identical
t o that already outlined.
To meet only abnormal requirements will an additional Corps Tps Unit
capable of being airborne �r airtra.nsporta.ble ,be required for a
Divisional Operation, ir..: :-.ddition t o the two Divisional Field Units.
Such a.n eventuality might be when all three brigades of a Division are
concurrently called upon t o act in independent roles.
Field Park Comoa.n.v.
7.
The operati onal pa.rt of the Field Park Compa.n,y is correctly organised
a.s at p�esent , except that it should include an Airstrip Constru.ctional
increment ( equally well capable of track clearance for MT) .
RQ,RE .

B.

A Field Engineer should be added to the existing establishment .
All RE Units , includ!¥ HQ.RE.
All Divisional Units require an officer t o be in charge of Non9.
airborne echelons . They all require a few low category personnel and
a vehicle for base mainte::-:ance during the temporary absence of the Divisi on
on operati ons . These personnel would be invaluable in assisting the
unit s when in the stage of departing on an operation.
RE Holding Unit/
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Part II
Sheet 3

Pers onnel must be specifically provided for HT duties; Drivers BE
1:1 .
f or links within units and preferable a R. Sigs Section far links
fran CRE t o units. If a R. Sigs Section is not available,a special
allotment of Drivers must be provided for this purpose .
1 2.
Proposed detailed e stablishments or amendments to establishments
have already been prepared in draft and will be canpleted as soon as
these recommendations have been approved in principle.
The final establishments show no overall increase in operational
pers onnel and a decrease in the overall strength of Officers and
Technical Tradesmen.
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